Main Issues of Broadcasting Treaty

Traditional broadcasters
(including cablecasters)

Transmission over Internet
1. Simultaneous and unchanged transmission of broadcasting program (Simulcasting)
2. Transmission of original program (Webcasting)
3. On-demand transmission of broadcasting program or original program
4. Deferred and unchanged transmission of Broadcasting program

List of rights/protection
i) The right of rebroadcasting
   - unfixed broadcasts
   - fixed broadcasts

ii) The right of uploading or retransmission over the internet
   - unfixed broadcasts
   - fixed broadcasts

iii) The right of communication to the public such as defined in Rome Convention

iv) The right of fixation

(Post-fixation rights)

v) The right of reproduction

vi) The right of distribution

(Other protection)

vii) Protection for pre-broadcast signals

viii) Protection for technological measures (and/or protection of encryption)

ix) Protection for rights management information